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prepares them for a fulfilling and productive life. Source: ISD website.
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1 Purpose|Methodology|Task Force|Action|Recommendations
Executive Summary

Purpose of the Study 
The State of Indiana issued a demolition order for Simpson Hall, a National 
Register of Historic Places listed structure on the Indiana School for the Deaf 
(ISD) campus, because a recent structural analysis found parts of the building 
were in a state of impending collapse. To prevent potential injury a barrier fence 
was erected around the building, cutting off a drive used for school bus and 
Indiana State Fair (ISF) access. The barrier fence caused circuitous routing 
of ISD school buses and ISF access to their northern parcel used for vendor/
exhibitor RV parking. The resulting traffic changes impacted school operations 
and aggravated access conflicts between parents, staff and buses at peak 
travel times on campus.

Indiana Landmarks successfully advocated for a stay to the demolition order 
while a study was conducted to determine whether there were options to 
Simpson Hall demolition that would still allow safe circulation patterns. 

Study Methodology
This Circulation and Land Use Study had the following tasks: 

 � Analyze circulation patterns and land use relationships.

 � Optimize a safe and efficient circulation system for bus and parent drop-off/
pick up.

 � Determine the impact of Simpson Hall on the optimal circulation pattern.

 � Identify Simpson Hall adaptive reuse models that support, or are compatible 
with, the mission of the Indiana School of the Deaf and the large Deaf 
community in central Indiana, as a viable alternative to demolition.

Simpson Hall Task Force
ISD formed a Simpson Hall Task Force to inform the development of the  
Circulation and Land Use Study. Over a period of six months between July- 
November 2017 the Task Force met on a monthly basis to review study 
progress and provide comment and direction. The Task Force approved 
forwarding study recommendations to the Board in November 2017. 

Board Action
On November 14, 2017, the Board reviewed and voted to approve the study 
recommendations. This report is a more in-depth compilation of the analysis, 
options and recommendations provided at the November Board Meeting.  

Study Recommendations
1 Seek Indiana School for the Deaf Board approval of the Circulation and 

Land Use Study recommendations [completed].

2 Request a meeting with the Governor’s Office to review the findings.

3 Request State funding for infrastructure improvements to maintain a safe 
student campus, improve school bus pick-up and drop-off safety, and to 
mitigate State Fair parking impacts from the Dig Indy project (projected to 
occur in 2020 - 2022).

4 Construct new drive along western edge of campus and link State Fair 
property north of 44th Street with main State Fair campus. Construct new 
42nd Street gate and drive spur west of main entry for High School/Middle 
School buses to cafeteria.

a Widen north drive and improve Ralston Avenue gate.

b Reconfigure Alumni Hall parking lot to separate buses from staff and 
parent traffic movements.

c Construct new gate at 42nd Street east of main entry and elementary 
bus spur from Dig Indy road.

d Construct pedestrian friendly improvements in central mall to improve 
safety for deaf student walkability.

5 Partner with Indiana Landmarks to assemble the financing for creative 
adaptive reuse for Simpson Hall that supports the ISD school mission and 
the larger Deaf community.

6 Partner with the Indiana Department of Administration to create an RFI for 
Simpson Hall redevelopment for the selected range of purposes utilizing 
available financial mechanisms, with guidance from the Task Force. 

7 Partner with the Indiana State Fair to explore a possible land swap that 
benefits both parties in the context of their current master planning process.

8 Improve Water Service: request Citizens Energy extend public water service 
through the campus to allow cost-effective fire safety improvements.
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1 Map: Optimized Circulation and Land Use Recommendations 
Executive Summary

Optimized Circulation and Land Use Recommendations
Proposed circulation improvements accommodate Simpson Hall adaptive reuse while improving student safety, 
reducing circulation conflicts and maintaining campus integrity. 

New gate with technology-controlled 
security features1

School bus routes allows for door-
side linear unloading and pickup2

1

3

State Fair access drive to vendor 
parking and north parcel3

2

Elementary school bus routing 
can be improved once new drive 
installed by Dig Indy

4

4

Pedestrian friendly improvements 
and limited traffic in central mall will 
improve student safety

5

Turning radii, gate configuration, 
and pavement area will need 
improvement to accommodate 
school buses and parent vehicles

6

6

1

5

Recommended Circulation Improvements
 � Partnership between the School and State Fair to construct new drive 
along western edge of campus 

 � Reconfigure Alumni Hall parking lot to separate bus traffic

1
2

1
Map Key
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Supportive Demographic Information for Simpson Hall Adaptive Reuse 
in service to the Deaf Community

 � The Deaf Community in Indiana is believed to be approximately 10,000 
people. 

 � Indianapolis is one of the top seven Deaf-community population clusters in 
the nation based on the presence of the Indiana School for the Deaf.

Adaptive Reuse vs. Demolition of Simpson Hall

 � The basic architecture and structural integrity is a high quality 
representation of its period and style and an essential remainder element 
of the ISD campus.

 � The core structure is sound and it is believed that the restoration of 
deficient wood structural elements is feasible for proposed purposes.

 � The Deaf Community has strong cultural attachments to the school and 
Simpson Hall can support the proposed adaptive reuses.

 � Creative financing options include historic tax credits, TIF infrastructure 
support and existing programs supporting disadvantaged populations can 
overcome perceived state funding shortfalls.

Concepts for Adaptive Reuse for Simpson Hall 

1 Senior housing, including assisted living for the Deaf Community, for all or 
parts of Simpson Hall.

2 Teachers housing and/or Ball State/Vincennes student housing for all or 
parts of Simpson Hall.

3 Conference and student club spaces related to ISD programs.

4 Classroom spaces for potential continuing education programs related to 
deaf population needs.

5 Visiting family and/or special event overnight accommodations.

N
ew
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oa

d

New Road

New Road
Improvements

1 Concepts: Adaptive Reuse of Simpson Hall
Executive Summary
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2 The Campus Today

Intrinsic Values of the Indiana School for the Deaf Campus . . . . . . . . . 6

Campus Circulation and Land Use Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7-8

Indiana State Fair Operations | Dig Indy Considerations  . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Simpson Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10-11

Data Collection Findings and Observations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

The ISD Campus is a collection of historic and contemporary structures with shared materials and 
monumental scale. Shown above is Simpson Hall, closed to occupancy in 1983.
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2 Intrinsic Values of the Campus
The Campus Today

Beautiful historic campus architecture

Mature campus trees and landscape

Home away from home, allowing students to 
thrive (source: ISD website)

Indiana School for the Deaf (ISD) 
Established in 1843, the Indiana School for the Deaf is nationally recognized for its leadership in education, its advocacy 
of American Sign Language and being the first state Deaf school to adopt a Bilingual/Bicultural Philosophy. Many of 
its students live on campus during the week, traveling home for the weekend throughout the state. The school allows 
Indiana’s deaf children to learn and excel in a safe and nurturing environment. The presence of the school has created 
one of the top seven Deaf-community population clusters in the nation, believed to be about 10,000 people.

Intrinsic Values to Protect
 � History and culture of Campus architecture
 � Campus landscape of mature tree groves and open space
 � Valued “Home-away-from-Home” community
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Indiana School for the Deaf |Circulation and Land Use Study Draft Report Exhibits 11/13/2017 Circulation
 Simpson Hall Open
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ISD Circulation Patterns Prior to Simpson Hall Access Drive Closure
Shown above is a map documenting circulation patterns prior to the closure of the Simpson Hall access drive. Even 
with the use of the Simpson Hall access drive, circulation patterns were not optimal. School bus and parent circulation 
patterns forced students to cross vehicle queues to walk to their destination. 

Circulation and Land Use Patterns Prior to Simpson Hall Access Drive Closure
The Campus Today

Manual west gate requires campus 
safety officer to monitor activity 
during school bus and parent pick-
up and drop-off

Map Key

Circulation Patterns Prior to Simpson Hall Barricade 
 � Circulation pattern forces students to cross the line of vehicles to 
walk to their destination.

 � Campus safety officer required to monitor west gate

1

5

2

3
Central Mall traffic has potential 
conflicts with pedestrian activity

1

Proposed Dig Indy paved access 
creates additional circulation options

2

AM drop-off to Brown Cafeteria for 
middle and high school students is 
convoluted and difficult

3

AM/PM drop-off and pick-up of 
elementary school students can be 
improved by use of Dig Indy road

4

Conflicts between parent and school 
bus PM pick-up and staff parking5

Simpson Hall front door part of 
campus integrity but currently 
isolated

6

7

4

6

7
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2 Circulation Patterns After Simpson Hall Access Drive Closed
The Campus Today

Indiana School for the Deaf |Circulation and Land Use Study Draft Report Exhibits 11/13/2017 Circulation
 Simpson Hall Barricade
2
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ISD Circulation Patterns After Simpson Hall Acess Drive Closure
Shown above is a map documenting the rerouting of circulation patterns caused by the Simpson Hall access drive 
closure. The morning route for the middle and high school children and State Fair vendor parking is the one most 
affected. Elementary school bus routes were not impacted except by the congestion caused at the entrance.

The closure of Simpson Hall renewed calls to demolish Simpson Hall and develop an enlarged school bus staging and 
parking area on its site. 

Route for morning middle and high 
school drop-off and Indiana State 
Fair RV parking access is most 
affected

1

Additional congestion is 
experienced at the entry main gate 
because of access road closure

2

Map Key

Circulation Patterns After Simpson Hall Access Drive Closed
 � Additional congestion in Central Mall when ISF uses north property 
 � Campus safety officer required to monitor west gate
 � Parents queue with buses, creating longer lines and wait times

Increased Central Mall traffic 
conflicts with pedestrian activity3

1

2

Note:
The reconfigured AM circulation pattern 
for middle/high school students is safer 
than before Simpson Hall closure because 
students exit vehicles towards their line of 
travel to the cafeteria.
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Indiana State Fair Circulation Patterns After Simpson Hall Access Drive Closed | DigIndy Considerations
The Campus Today2

Shuttle Route A  
Operating  
5am-10am  

ISF operations use the Central Mall 
for access to the north properties.1

ISF parking utilizes up to 30% +/- of 
the ISD campus open space at three 
events during the year.

2

Map Key

The Dig Indy proposal will limit 
parking in the southeast corner of 
the ISD campus in 2020-2022.

3

ISF Operations
The Indiana School for the Deaf 
provides resources to the Indiana 
State Fair at major events. In addition 
to providing overflow parking, the 
north parcels owned by ISF are 
accessed through the ISD campus to 
avoid using the more circuitous route 
of Fall Creek Parkway.

These events mostly occur during 
the summer which generally does 
not impact ISD teaching operations. 
However, there has been more 
participation in ISD summer athletic 
programs, causing some access 
conflicts and inconvenience to both 
user groups.

At the time of this report, ISF did not 
have a long-term parking plan in place 
to serve their growing number of 
events and rising attendance rates.

Dig Indy Impacts
The Dig Indy project proposes to 
construct a lift station on the southeast 
corner of the ISD campus which will 
restrict space for ISF overflow parking 
until construction is completed. Dig 
Indy has verbally agreed to create a 
gravel parking lot and pave a north/
south access drive in return for the 
use of the ISD property. An MOU 
is in development to formalize this 
agreement.

1
2 3
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ISD Campus

ISF Grounds

The adjacent map shows the Indiana State 
Fair (ISF) 2017 shuttle route to access their 
north property after Simpson Hall access 
drive closed
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Simpson Hall
The Campus Today2
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Simpson Hall Description 
(derived from “Beecher Hall and Simpson Hall Feasibility Study”, December 
2000, Ratio Architects, Inc.)

Simpson Hall was constructed in 1911 on the western edge of the ISD campus. 
Designed as a Girl’s Dormitory Building by noted local architect, Rubush & 
Hunter, it is oriented along a north-south axis. It was listed in 1991 on the 
National Register of Historic Places as part of the only Campus Plan by Rubush 
& Hunter.

It exemplifies the neo-classical architectural style by its monumental scale, brick 
and limestone exterior, large double hung window sash, pedimented gables, 
a continuous cornice ornamented by dentils and medallions, and a parapet 
embellished with stone tablets inscribed with virtuous mottoes and proverbs. 

The 73,548 SF, three-story brick and limestone building has a semi-exposed 
basement level making the first floor elevated seven feet above the grade. It is 
composed of three distinct blocks with entry/vertical circulation nodes acting 
as connectors between each block. The central block contains a main entry 
at the center of the east facade highlighted by a large arched window above 
the doors. The building is arranged around a centrally located, double-loaded 
corridor that terminates at a stair tower on each end. 

The building has been unoccupied since 1984. The Ratio study examined two 
redevelopment options:
1 Housing
 Provide a mix of one and two bedroom units for elderly deaf residents, 

market rate housing for deaf people of any age, or to student teachers 
serving the deaf community.

2 Combination of Housing and Classroom/Office Space
 Develop the end wings for housing as described above, and rehabilitate the 

central block for Deaf School, or compatible population, use as classroom 
and/or office space.

Relevant Supporting Data
 � Site coverage/roof area: 24,500 Sf [55’ wide north-south wings, 470’ overall 
building length]

 � Building gross floor area: 73,548 SF [three floors of 24,516 SF each]
 � Usable floor area: 45,000 SF [approximately 10,000 sf lower level; 17,500 
levels 1 & 2]

Simpson Hall
The Campus Today2

Proposed Plans for Simpson Hall Housing developed by Ratio Architects

Indiana Code 14-21- Section 18
Before an historic site or structure owned by the state or an historic site or 
structure listed in the Indiana Register of Historic Sites and Structures or the 
National Register of Historic Places may be altered, demolished, or removed 
by a project funded in whole or in part by the state, a certificate of approval 
must be obtained from the Historic Preservation Review Board. 

Separate advisory reviews by the SHPO are required, in place of the 
certificate of approval requirement, for state college or university projects 
involving the substantial alteration, demolition, or removal of an historic site or 
historic structure.
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Previous Reports and Recommendations Reviewed:

1998 Adaptive Reuse Study
Prepared by George M Stailey, Superintendent
 � Proposed Simpson Hall renovation as a deaf population oriented uses such 
as a therapeutic school, club and organizational rooms, offices for Deaf 
organizations, apartments for parents, Ball State and Vincennes University 
students, Adult Education, and independent living apartments

2000 Feasibility Study for the Reuse of Beecher and Simpson Halls
 � Found Simpson Hall adaptive reuse feasible for housing and/or a 
combination of housing and classroom/office space

 � Estimated an adaptive reuse cost of $8M, not including site improvements, 
furnishings, equipment or abatement [$178/SF usable area]

2001 Site Consolidation Study
School for the Blind & School for the Deaf 
 � Found consolidation technically feasible, but expensive due to the differing 
needs of the different populations.

2001 Asbestos Abatement Study
 � Low exposure: Resilient floor tiles &mastic
 � Moderate exposure: Steam pipe insulation in basement
 � Typical of buildings of that age; less intense than later buildings

2005 Master Plan
 � Anticipated expansion of need, instead there has been consolidation. 
 � Has some good ideas for pedestrian-friendly enhancements to the central 
mall.

 � Identified gaps in fire safety in water service system.

2016 Building Condition Assessment
 � Structural condition assessment & cost of stabilization scenarios
 � 1-3 year window to stabilize structure before total loss of resource
 � $9.1 million for interior-exterior stabilization [$200/SF usable area]

Data Collection Findings and Observations
The Campus Today2

Data Collection Findings and Observations:

Intrinsic Values of the Campus to Preserve and Protect
 � Campus beauty and monumental historic and contemporary architecture 
creates a “place” the deaf community identifies with and calls home.

Circulation Patterns Prior to Simpson Hall Drive Closure
 � Even with the use of the Simpson Hall access drive, circulation patterns were 
not optimal. 

Circulation Patterns After Simpson Hall Drive Closed
 � The morning route for middle and high school children and State Fair vendor 
parking were most affected by Simpson Hall access drive closure.

 � There was also increased congestion at the main entry gate and increased 
conflicts with pedestrian activity on the Central Mall.

Indiana State Fair Circulation Patterns After Simpson Hall Access Drive 
Closed
 � Increasing needs by ISF to access their north parcels exacerbates the 
circulation congestion issues caused by the west access drive closure.

Dig Indy Impacts
 � Dig Indy proposes to construct a lift station on the SE corner of the ISD 
campus, restricting State Fair overflow parking in 2019 - 2021 +/-. This places 
additional urgency on the need to find alternative parking and circulation 
routes before the overflow parking area is closed.

Indiana State Fair Circulation Patterns After Simpson Hall Access Drive Closed | DigIndy Considerations
The Campus Today
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3 Exploration and Design Parameters
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Circulation Concept Studies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15-17

Indiana State Fair Documents for Study Consideration . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
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Case Study: Coburn Place . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

The Simpson Hall barrier fence.
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Most schools have a consistent quantity of buses and consistent time of pick 
up and drop off. The School for the Deaf has unique circumstances:

1 Some buses are carrying both elementary and upper grade students, 
necessitating two drop-offs.

2 Some buses are only carrying one or two students.

3 There is a higher volume of buses at the beginning and ending of the week 
when the resident students go home/return from the weekend.

4 The School for the Deaf has the potential for long driveways because 
destinations are at the rear or side of the campus.

Linear vs. Bus Bay Parking
Linear: door opens curbside, or towards line of travel for students.

Linear: buses unload one at a time, motors running, in a queue moving into 
position.

Linear: bus remains temperature controlled. 

Linear: operations can start before all buses arrive.

Linear: may block other drives or walkways because of long queuing line.

Bus Bay: all buses park with engines turned off to allow students to safely cross 
travel lanes to their destination. Student travel path more haphazard.

Bus Bay: Requires more paved area to create one central location for parking 
all the buses. 

Bus Bay: unclear if linear vs. bus bay parking will require same amount of 
staffing, or if one will require more than the other.

Bus Bay: benefit appears to be more for PM departures rather than AM drop-
offs. In the PM, departure time is programmed and students are gathered. In 
the AM, school bus arrival time varies and it would be difficult to require buses 
to remain in one place until all arrive.

ISD Stats
 � 20-22 buses each for elementary 
and middle/high school student 
pickup and drop-off.

 � Linear parking requires 1,300  to 
1,625 LF queuing line.

 � Bus bay parking for three lanes 
wide x six buses long (18 - 25 
buses total ) requires approx. 
19,200 SF (480’ X 40’).

3 School Bus Loading and Unloading Considerations
Exploration and Design Parameters

OBSERVATIONS

2-19

Figure 13. Methods to Stage Buses at School Sites (33).

Diagram from the Texas Transportation Institute 
and the U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Federal Highway Administration, “Traffic 
Operation and Safety at Schools: Recommended 
Guidelines”.

This diagram from recommended 
school site planning guidelines for 
bus operations and parent drop-off/
pick-up zones, shows options in 
order of preference. 

The preferred method of staging is 
single-file, right wheels to the curb 
(linear). 

Where room allows, the single-lane 
chevron is preferred.
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3 Concept Circulation Study: New West Side Road and North Road Widening Exploration for AM Drop-off
Exploration and Design Parameters

New gate keeps campus secure 
during State Fair access to north 
properties

1

New West Side Road allows 
simultaneous RV route to State Fair 
parking areas during AM times.

2

Map Key

New gate to allow access to 
Simpson Hall use.

3
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Stanfill 
Career & 
Tech Ed 
Building

Brown 
Cafeteria

Alumni Hall

4

5

2

3

6

1

4

Allows separation of State Fair traffic 
from school bus/parent traffic5

Widened north access road allows 
two-way travel movement6

Allows single-file, right wheel to the 
curb drop off for Brown Cafeteria

42nd Street
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3 Concept Circulation Study: Separated PM Bus Pick Up for Middle and High School Students at Alumni Hall
Exploration and Design Parameters

Map Key

Existing access drive can remain 
in place if required for phased 
implementation

1

Bus bay parking and queuing is 
separated from staff and visitor 
parking

2 New access controlled entry to 
replace existing access drive

3

4

Optional separated staff and visitor 
parking would allow bigger bus bay 
capacity

5

Common pedestrian entry for 
students and staff/visitors parking 
areas

Alumni Hall

42nd Street

Indiana State Fair Grounds

1

2

3

4

5
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3 Concept Circulation Study Considered but Rejected: Bus Bay Parking at Alumni Hall
Exploration and Design Parameters

Map Key

Existing access drive can remain 
in place if required for phased 
implementation

1

Optional bus bay parking 
configuration increases capacity by 
allowing large driveway off 42nd St

2 New access controlled entry to 
replace existing access drive

3

4

Optional separated staff and visitor 
parking would allow bigger bus bay 
capacity

5

Common pedestrian entry for 
students and staff/visitors parking 
areas

Alumni Hall

42nd Street

Indiana State Fair Grounds

1

2

3

4

5

This option was considered, but rejected, even though it resulted in a larger bus bay parking area, because the large 
driveway on 42nd Street would be difficult to manage, gate, and construct. 
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2017 Photo of State Fair Parking: illustrates parking impacts and needs

Indiana School for 
the Deaf Campus

Indiana State Fair 
Grounds

Indiana 
State 
Fair 
North 
Property

State Fair Parking/Access Road Study: to access North parcels 

3 Indiana State Fair Documents for Study Consideration
Exploration and Design Parameters
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Potential development parcel or Fair 
event parking1

Remain State Fair RV and Vendor 
parking2

Relocated school athletic fields - 
share visitor parking with Fair 3

Consolidated School Campus4

Fair event parking - nets additional 
2.5 acres in close proximity to 
Fairgrounds

5

Simpson Hall “park” area shared 
with School 6

3 Long-Term Land Use Consideration of Land Swap between Indiana State Fair and Indiana School for the Deaf
Exploration and Design Parameters

1

2 3

4
5

6

Optimizing the Indiana School for the Deaf bus circulation and finding an adaptive reuse for Simpson Hall constrains 
State Fair parking. Considering a land swap is a major undertaking and a concept that needs to consider additional 
State Fair considerations that are not known within the scope of this study. However, it does appear that additional 
acreage could be found for State Fair parking that maintains the School’s intrinsic values.

Map Key
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3 Decision Tree for ISF/ISD Compatibility
Exploration and Design Parameters

Optimize ISD Bus Circulation

Move ISD MS/HS Athletics
North of Gym to 10 AC
Portion of ISF Parcel

Improves ISF Parking and Circulation

- Maintains ISD Campus Heritage
- Consolidates Campus

Simpson Hall Available for
Addaptive ReUse

Develop 2.5 Acre parcel
Fronting 44th Street

Generate Capital

Potential for higher parking fees
due to ISF proximity

Increase ISF Parking Resources
by 2.5 Acres in proximity

to Fairgrounds

Land Swap Outcome

Reduction in State
Fair parking options as a result

of Simpson Hall Reuse

No Land Swap Outcome

Goals:
Safe ISD Bus Circulation

Improve ISF Event Circulation & Parking

Unless the need for State Fair parking is addressed, it will become difficult to optimize an adaptive reuse for Simpson Hall. Shown above is a decision tree to 
assist the Simpson Hall Task Force in understanding how the two facilities and the decisions that are made impact potential Simpson Hall adaptive reuse.
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3 Case Study: Coburn Place
Exploration and Design Parameters

Coburn Case Study
(derived from “Coburn Place History and Structure”, Coburn Place)

Coburn Place offers 35 transitional housing units designed for survivors of 
domestic violence. This population has many similar characteristics of the ISD 
population; especially the the need for a secure campus.  It is located on 38th 
Street within an active commercial and housing district.

Coburn Place was once Indianapolis Public School #66, which is listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places. A significant part of the financing for its 
initial rehabilitation came in the form of low income housing tax credits (LIHTC) 
for indigent elderly during the 1980’s-1990’s. 

In order to convert these tax credits into cash for use in rehabilitating the 
building to its current use, a for-profit limited partnership was formed and the 
credits syndicated to local banks. Later, the facility faced financial problems due 
to a State freeze in funding. The Martin Luther King Community Development 
Corporation (MLKCDC), a not-for-profit inner city community development 
corporation partnered with the City of Indianapolis, Pedcor Investments and 
numerous other contributors to acquire the building and remaining tax credits 
for the purpose of converting the building to transitional housing for individuals 
and families who are homeless due to intimate partner violence. 

In order to garner the value of those remaining tax credits, the building became 
owned by a for-profit limited partnership with Pedcor, Key Bank and Southern 
Indiana Gas Company as limited partners purchasing the credits and tax 
losses generated by the property. Coburn Place Safehaven, Inc. was formed to 
develop and administer the program of supportive services for its clientele while 
the limited partnership oversaw the building operations and maintenance.

The history of property management and business operations is relevant 
in understanding the growth of Coburn Place in recent years. Until 2008, 
Pedcor had been managing the property and provided significant knowledge 
and support. Then Coburn Place absorbed this responsibility by hiring an 
Operations Director to ensure compliance with property and low income tax 
credit rules. Expertise and functions were handled internally while Coburn Place 
staff relied upon the infrastructure and supportive tools provided by Pedcor. In 
2013 Pedcor ceased to provide property management support.  Coburn Place 
has since become a “best in class” program because of its effectiveness and 
service delivery. 
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